Nature’s Miracle® No More Marking™ Stain & Odor Remover with Repellent helps prevent pets from revisiting and marking the same spot twice! When sprayed on previously marked areas, this product works to eliminate existing stains and odors, leaving behind lemongrass and cinnamon scents. These scents repel and help prevent dogs from returning to the area. Ideal to use when trying to break dogs’ marking habits, this product will repel dogs while working to eliminate tough, deep-set urine stains and odors. Safe for use around pets and home when used and stored as directed.

DIRECTIONS: DO NOT APPLY DIRECTLY ON PET. 1) Shake before using. 2) Before using, test surfaces to be treated for colorfastness by applying to a hidden area. Wait 5 minutes, then wipe with cloth. If color is removed from the test area, do not use Nature’s Miracle No More Marking Stain & Odor Remover with Repellent on those surfaces. 3) Always use this product full strength. 4) Always use this product first! Other cleaners and detergents may fail and chemically “set” stains that will be impossible to remove.

TO PREVENT REPETITIVE PET MARKING: Thoroughly soak previously stained area with product. Wait 5 minutes, then pat area with a cloth. For areas that have been repeatedly marked, a second application may be needed.

FOR STAIN REMOVAL: 1) Wipe up as much of stain as possible, then thoroughly soak stain with this product. 2) Wait 5 minutes, then wipe away stain with a cloth. 3) While treated areas dry, keep pets away. For tough stains, use a stiff bristle brush. If stain is not completely removed, resoak area and allow this product to work for one hour, then wipe stain with a cloth.

FOR ODOR ELIMINATION: 1) Wipe up excess odor-causing material, then thoroughly soak area with Nature’s Miracle No More Marking Stain & Odor Remover with Repellent. 2) Wait 5 minutes, then blot dry with a cloth. Allow to dry completely for more complete odor elimination. 3) While treated areas dry, keep pets away. For tough odors in carpets (e.g., urine), apply enough to reach all odor-causing material. This may mean lifting carpet and applying directly to the pad and floor. Wait one hour, then blot dry. Allow treated area to air dry completely before expecting complete odor elimination.

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL

STORAGE: Store in original container, in a cool, dry area inaccessible to children and pets. Protect from heat and freezing. Store between 40°F - 90°F. Keep containers closed tightly to prevent evaporation. If spillage occurs, dilute with water and flush away.

CONTAINER DISPOSAL: If empty: Nonrefillable container. Do not reuse or refill this container. Place in trash or offer for recycling if available. If partly filled: Call your solid waste agency for disposal instructions. Never place unused product down any indoor or outdoor drain.

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS

HAZARDS TO HUMANS AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS

CAUTION. Avoid contact with eyes, skin or clothing. Wash thoroughly with soap and water after handling, and before eating, drinking, chewing gum, using tobacco or using the toilet. Prolonged or repeated skin contact may cause allergic reactions in some individuals.

FIRST AID

IF IN EYES: Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15-20 minutes. Remove contact lenses, if present, after the first 5 minutes, then continue rinsing eye. Call a Poison Control Center or doctor for treatment advice.

IF ON SKIN OR CLOTHING: Take off contaminated clothing. Rinse skin immediately with plenty of water for 15-20 minutes. Call a Poison Control Center or doctor for treatment advice.

Have the product container with you when calling a Poison Control Center or doctor, or going for treatment. You may also contact 1-800-645-5154 for emergency medical treatment information.

This 25(b) product is exempt from registration with the Federal Environmental Protection Agency under FIFRA regulations.

GUARANTEE. If you are not satisfied with this product for any reason, send your written request for a refund along with the reason for dissatisfaction to the address below, together with the original dated store receipt showing the price you paid. Please allow 6-8 weeks for processing.